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Luke bryan drink a beer song lyrics

Our editors research, test and recommend the best products independently; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. The world of beer is crowded today, with more than 8,000 breweries in America and counting. The country is arguably
in a golden age of beer, but with an incomparable selection comes a lot of confusion. Dozens of new beers debut every week, a wave of IPAs, stouts and pilsners flooding the country's alcohol and groceries. Fishing for a beer of great flavor can be tricky. Is it delicious? A disappointment? To help sort through the highly
crowded refrigerators, we take advantage of a number of experts to select the best IPAs, stouts, pilsners, wheat beers and more. Here are eight great beers to help make your next happy hour even happier. Courtesy of Drizly Pilsners are the most popular style of beer in the world, and for good reason: they marry
massive refreshment with moderate alcohol, creating the perfect beer when you want to have more than one. Lately in America, craft brewers have re-embed the pilsner and started producing tasty versions that are much more than sparkling beverage water. Aaron Gore, cicerone certified (beer expert) and founder of
Fresh Pitch Beverage Consulting, favors Mama's Little Yella Pils, widely available, calling it one of the best American interpretations of a truly classic style. He notes that Czech Saaz hops provide a quick and spicy bitterness without being overwhelming, while crackery malts make it interesting and complex. Pilsner is a
great beer for any occasion, from mowing the lawn to a five-course dinner, and everything in between, he says. Courtesy of Total Wine New Belgium is one of the leading producers of matured barrel aueuites, which derive its multifaceted flavors and acidity from a customized microbial blend. One of the first American
sour beers is la Folie, a sour brown beer that spends up to three years aging in solid oak vases called foeders before being packed in an elegant cork bottle and caged like Champagne. It's also one of the easiest sours to find, not to mention one of the best beers produced, says Em Sauter, an advanced cicerone and
founder and cartoonist behind Pints and Panels. The beer has an intense cherry flavor and is the perfect beer to give as a gift to someone new to bitter beers. Courtesy of minibar delivery founded in 1980, Sierra Nevada is a founding father of America's craft beer movement, carving out a tasty path followed by today's
inventive breweries. For four decades, the flagship of the Pale Ale brewery has been the quintessential American craft beer, Gore says. Gave the tone not only for the style pale ale, but for the whole industry. Bright notes of grapefruit and pine lead the way to a lightly roasted body, before finishing crisp and clean. It's one
of the most balanced beers in the world. Courtesy of Walmart Many IPAs are wrecks -- very bitter, too sweet, alcohol burning hot enough to light a campfire. Two Hearted Ale is nothing like that. Michigan brewery's flagship is directly at 7% ABV —strong, but not excessively so, with a pleasant malt sweetness and
bewitched scent provided by centuries-old American hops. Expect a freshly cut grapefruit fragrance mixed with a touch of pine trees, freshly seductive from the first sip to the final sip. Fun fact: The beer is named after a famous Michigan trout river, and its origins date back to a 1993 experiment by several Bell employees.
Courtesy of Total Wine Coffee and Beer fans will find plenty to love about the Black House, the jewel in the black crown of Modern Times San Diego. The Southern California brewery roasts coffee —a mixture of Ethiopian and Sumatra ants—used to make this delicious oatmeal that, in the brewery's words, tastes like a
chocolate-covered espresso bean, just drier and more beer-like. Megan Reynolds, certified beer sommelier and owner of beer-focused R&amp;R Taproom in Woodstock, New York, enjoys the satisfying baked bitterness and perfect amount of coffee. With about 5% ABV, it's not just a sip for winter, but great all year
round. Courtesy of Total Wine All experts agreed: The Belgian-style white beer from Portland, Maine, nebula and seasoned with coriander and curacao orange peel, is the best wheat beer. Allagash White is almost a universal treat of the crowd, says Reynolds, who calls the spicy beer and citrus summer in a bottle. But
beer is also great for drinking all year round. It may be one of the most perfect beers ever created, as it is so intensely satisfying in all seasons, says Sauter. When I'm in a bar and I see Allagash White, I'll order it. White is also wonderful at the dinner table, perfect for fish, salads or chicken, gore says. Courtesy of Drizly
For years, drinking beer while watching her waist meant reaching light beers with low calories and flavor. Lately, however, craft breweries have begun to break the low-lime code to create tastier offerings. Gore likes the slightly powerful cloudy from Dogfish Head, which relies on monk fruits to build body and contribute a
touch of sweetness. Touching just 95 calories, this beer is very much above its weight, Gore says. With huge notes of tropical hop fruits, it is deceptively tasty for a beer that has fewer calories than some hard seltzers. Whether you're looking to lose weight, or just live a little leaner, this is the perfect way to be healthier



without losing. Both Gore and Sauter agree that Connecticut-based Athletic Brewing makes the best non-alcoholic beer in America without a drink while offering a massive flavor. In beer no it's often as hard to hide what's not there as much as it is to hide what it is, Gore says. Athletic Brewing has mastered the art of
making tasty, full-bodied beer that feels as satisfying as it is Beers. Sauter likes the Aromatic Run Wild IPA, not waiting until happy hour to break a can. Her IPA has a wonderful bouquet of hops and great taste, she says. I find myself catching a Run Wild during the day, especially at lunchtime. Joshua M. Bernstein, the
author of this play, knows beer. He has written five books on the subject, as well as articles for The New York Times, Wine Enthusiast, Men's Journal and Imbibe. He interviewed three beer experts for this article. Our editors research, test and recommend the best products independently; you can learn more about our
review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. Beer is so many things —perfect for daily and special occasions, it's light and dark, rich and robust, and sour and sweet. With the continued rise of craft beer, it is also proliferating like never before, which can make it
challenging to find the best beer. From light beers to robust beers, there is also a wide variety of suds to choose from. There are so many awesome beers out there, and it's fun to navigate the different styles and regional strengths; why limit yourself to a genre?, says Jeff Moses, a career brewer and pioneer of the craft
bottle house, who also participated in the assembly of beers for his award-winning Monterey Bay Beer Festival and the San Francisco Holiday Beer Festival. So fill your favorite glass of beer with our choices of the best beers to drink. Innovative, bold and dark-made, The Aventinus, a type of beer, comes from the oldest
wheat brewery in Bavaria, Germany. Like many of the world's best inventions, it began as a mistake: until the 1940s, this beer was shipped in containers without temperature regulation, partially freezing during shipment and resulting in a more concentrated and intense beer. Six generations of family property later, Hans
Peter Drexler, master brewer of the Schneider brewery, heard the story and was inspired to recreate it. This version of Aventinus Eisbock evokes sweet banana and plum flavors washed up with clove, toffee and raisin notes, carried by a luxurious, almost sticky mouth feel. Moses calls it devil's juice for its seductive flavor
profile as well as an incredible achievement. Estrella Inedit is an extra beer based on barley and wheat from the Dam Brewery of Spain. Ferran Adrià, a Michelin-starred chef, collaborated with his sommeliers and Damm's master brewers on this extremely food-friendly mix that cleverly combines a malted barley pilsner
and wheat-style wheat beer. The result is a full-bodied beer, coriander and orange peel that is clean and creamy with a touch of fruity sweetness and seasoning. Inedit is a beer for dinner, says Adrià. We saw that there was a gap to when eating. A high-quality handmade IPA that is also light on carbohydrates, Lagunitas'
DayTime IPA tastes complete with a modest 3g of carbohydrates and 98 calories. It checks an impressive amount of desired boxes: easy drinking, easy, balanced, and bursting with citrus and tropical fruits. This California-based beer also has a low, 4% ABV, making it the ideal and fresh summer beer. Read Next: The
best beer glasses With 1,000 years of practice, The German Weihenstaphaner is one of the oldest breweries in existence today, and its golden wheat beer may be its flagship. A dream pairing for an old Bavarian veal sausage and cheese (though versatile enough to pair with seafood), Hefe Weissbier claimed a chest full
of international awards. It enjoys full-bodied banana flavors with a touch of clove without sacrificing sweetness or refreshment. Inspired by techniques used in cooking soup, this Dogfish Head debut introduced continuous jumping in 2001, or adding hops consistently while making rather than just at the beginning —
changing the craft game and giving way to the hoppy beer revolution that continues to this day. This craft beer is an imperial IPA with a large but complicated symphony of layered hop flavors that are potent with citrus and pine, but do not wash the malt foundation. Dogfish deserves credit for tasty creativity across its
spectrum of inventions, but this is its greatest achievement. Inspired by poppies from Flanders Field in Belgium, this Belgian-style sour beer is brewed from a brown beer base (Lost Abbey's Dawn Patrol), mixed with lager (Amigo Lager), and aged in oak barrels for over a year. The brewers of the lost Abbey like to say:
This beer is not for the faint of heart. Along with aromas of crooked cherries and cinnamon complexities, the beer exudes an unexpected taste of stone fruits that is intense but also round and soft. He came to define the American sour beer market, moses says. The Red Poppy has taken as a reference to where the sour
is going. Firestone Walker has become one of California's most celebrated tasters, thanks to its supreme versatility and immaculate facilities. But among its iconic pale beers, aged keg creations and birthday beers, stands out the specialized style, Nitro Merlin Milk Stout. Its base beer, velvet merlin, is a luxurious coconut,
roasted espresso and dark chocolate blend that is already creamy on its own. When this Velvet Merlin is made with milk sugar, its breeders likeit it to add cream to your dark roasted coffee. Even more, the nitro process makes it smoother. With a number of great craft beers available on the market, Bell's Two-Hearted Ale
is one of the best. Bell's craft pioneers come from Kalamazoo, Mich., where Larry Bell started a supply store in 1983 and, two years later, followed with his first commercial beer from a 15-liter soup pot. Its best modern descendant is an IPA of 7%, american style, full of pure pine, floral and juicy flavors of grapefruit, a
striking nose (due to bell's house yeast), and a superbly dry but persistent finish. Read next: The best beer fridges in the Czech Republic, the birthplace of Pilsner and home of the largest per person person is the right place to find the best beer in the world. On the outskirts of Prague lies the town of Pilzen, where Josef
Groll created the first beer of its kind in 1842. The original recipe remains in use (and well guarded), with all its tedious triple decoction and parallel manufacturing. Still, hard work and secrecy are worth the effort. The original pilsner is the very definition of bright, crisp and balanced - through sweets, hops, malt and
carbonation. Quadrupel-style beer, a traditional abbey beer brewed in trappist monk style, is strong (with 10.5% ABV), but soft. Rich dark notes of raisins, plum and cherry resound, along with crisp malt sweetness and balanced biscuit with Noble hop bitterness. Old-fashioned, tasty, naturally fermented, perfectly
balanced, malty, says Moses. That's what other dark beers aspire to be. With its iconic owl logo, Hitachino beer is the pride of the Japan-based Kiuchi Brewery, which has been in the brewing industry for more than eight generations, beginning with sake in 1823. Nest White Ale Witbier ferments with wheat malt and
shines with elements of nutmeg, coriander and citrus zest. The result is fresh and balanced, with a sharp complexity, orange tip. Mexico is the world's largest producer of beer, with a surprisingly deep catalogue of international styles. The best among them is the Black Model, a Munich-style dunkel lager. The nose
features caramel and soft hops, as well as delicate dark malt. The deep amber color carries a pleasant harmony of sweet and bitter notes. And, at 5.4% ABV, it's not very slim, but it maintains a light body that complements the flavors of toasted chocolate. Health. Read next: The Best Kegerators After a career of trying
the nerdiest, most unusual and tasty beers, Ethan Fixell, a cicerone beer certificate and longtime adult beverage writer, said he would come to the conclusion that when looking for a beer, he just wanted a good adjunct domestic beer. The best of them is Miller High Life, the self-proclaimed champagne of beers, with its
simple, satisfying, light and crispy flavor profile of golden battery. There's a reason to be a favorite among waiters. Pro tip: place them in 7 oz pony bottles so they never warm up. Why trust Liquor.com? Mark C. Anderson has covered adult beverages for more than 15 years in six award-winning publications and five
continents. Their best beers require face-to-face purchases, including the strictly limited Westvleteren 12, Pliny, the Old Triple IPA, and the legendary Dark Lord imperial stout. Stout.
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